**497 Contribution Report**

Amounts may be rounded to whole dollars.

**NAME OF FILER**
Mike Judge for City Council 2018

**DATE OF THIS FILING**
8/31/18

**AREA CODE/PHONE NUMBER**
1327401

**STREET ADDRESS**

**CITY**
Simi Valley

**STATE**
Ca

**ZIP CODE**
93063

**REPORT NO.**
1

**AMENDMENT TO REPORT NO.**

**REASON FOR AMENDMENT:**

**DATE STAMP:**
2018 AUG 31  PM 1:31

**OFFICE OF CITY CLERK**

**FILER CODE:**

**STATE:**

**ZIP CODE:**

---

### 1. Contribution(s) Received

| DATE RECEIVED | FULL NAME, STREET ADDRESS AND ZIP CODE OF CONTRIBUTOR | CONTRIBUTOR CODE | IF AN INDIVIDUAL,
ENTER OCCUPATION AND EMPLOYER
(IF SELF-EMPLOYED, ENTER NAME OF BUSINESS) | AMOUNT RECEIVED |
|---------------|------------------------------------------------------|------------------|-----------------|
| 8/30/18       | DANIEL MCBRIDE, SIMI VALLEY, CA 93065                 | IND              | PLUMBING
CONTRACTOR - NEPTUNE PLUMBING | 1000.00 |
|               |                                                      | COM              | Check if Loan   |
|               |                                                      | OTH              | Provide interest rate % |
|               |                                                      | PTY              | Provide interest rate % |
|               |                                                      | SCC              | Provide interest rate % |
| 8/30/18       | PAULA SULLIVAN, SIMI VALLEY, CA 93065                 | IND              | SELF EMPLOYED
CFS TAX SOFTWARE, INC | 1000.00 |
|               |                                                      | COM              | Check if Loan   |
|               |                                                      | OTH              | Provide interest rate % |
|               |                                                      | PTY              | Provide interest rate % |
|               |                                                      | SCC              | Provide interest rate % |
| 8/30/18       | DOUG FELBINGER, NORTHRIDGE, CA 91324                  | IND              | SELF EMPLOYED
COCHRAN PROPERTIES | 1000.00 |
|               |                                                      | COM              | Check if Loan   |
|               |                                                      | OTH              | Provide interest rate % |
|               |                                                      | PTY              | Provide interest rate % |
|               |                                                      | SCC              | Provide interest rate % |

**Contributor Codes**

- **IND** - Individual
- **COM** - Recipient Committee (other than PTY or SCC)
- **OTH** - Other (e.g., business entity)
- **PTY** - Political Party
- **SCC** - Small Contributor Committee

---
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